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Velocity-Fluctuation Noise  in Semiconductor Layers 
and in MESFET Channels  Under  Hot-Electron 

Conditions 
MADHU S. GUPTA, SENIOR MEMBER,’ IEEE 

Abstract-The power spectral density of velocity-fluctuation noise  in 
a  semiconductor layer, or in the channel  of a MESFET device, in the 
presence of a  biasing electric field creating hot-electron conditions, is 
calculated  from the nonlinear  de  current-voltage characteristic  of  the 
semiconductor existing under those  conditions, by the  use of Gupta’s 
nonlinear  thermal noise theorem,  The calculated  results  are shown  to 
agree with  measured noise temperatures for a  variety of devices,  at 
microwave frequencies and at moderately high  electric fields. An em- 
pirical result relating the  excess  noise temperature in GaAs to  the  elec- 
tric  field is proposed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Mojivation 

T HE VELOCITY-FLUCTUATION noise in a layer of 
a bulk semiconductor, or in the channel of a MESFET 

device, under hot-electron conditions created by large ap- 
plied electric fields, has been studied both theoretically 
[ 11-[3] and experimentally [4]-[6]  by numerous authors. 
There are several reasons for such strong interest in this 
subject: 

1) It has been established 171 that the velocity-flucma- 
tion noise due  to carriers in the active channel region is 
the dominant source of noise in a GaAs MESFET device 
at microwave frequencies. In comparison to the contri- 
bution from this noise source, all other sources of noise 
in the device, including the shot noise in the gate  leakage 
current, the generation-recombination noise in  the space- 
charge regions of the channel, and the avalanche noise 
due to  carrier multiplication in the channel,  are nonessen- 
tial (i.e. , they either  are very small, or can be made small 
by judicious  design), as confirmed by the existence of 
GaAs MESFET devices in which the  entire observed mi- 
crowave noise can  be accounted for by velocity-fluctua- 
tion noise alone. 

2) The limiting sensitivity of optical receivers ernploy- 
ing GaAs MESFET’s is determined by intrinsic noise 
generated in the channel, which is dominated by velocity- 
fluctuation noise [8] - 

3) The study of velocity-fluctuation noise in semicon- 
ductor channels is a convenient vehicle for studying the 
hot-electron transport phenomena [9]. 
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Given this interest in the subject, it would be desirable 
to have a simple method of calculating the power spectral 
density of the noise current due  to velocity fluctuations in 
bulk semiconductors and in MESFET channels. The pur- 
pose of this paper is to present such a method. 

B. Objective 
~n the limiting case of a linear two-terminal device in 

thermal equilibrium, velocity-fluctuation noise reduces to 
thermal noise and its power spectral density can be easily 
calculated by applying Nyquist’s theorem. This is be- 
cause Nyquist’s theorem, which is applicable only to a 
linear resistor in thermal equilibrium, expresses the noise 
spectrum solely in terins of the terminal resistance and 
temperature of the device, and does not require a knowl- 
edge of ,the  stkctural and microscopic details of the re- 
sistor, such as  its geometry, conduction mechanism, ma- 
terial nonuniformity , etc. ; the effect of these details on 
the. noise is accounted for via the value of the terminal 
resistance. 

By contrast,  the channel region of a MESFET device is 
nonlinear, -and under normal operating .conditions, the 
charge cakiers in it are ,not at equilibrium. As a result, 
Nyquist’s theorem is not directly applicable to  the chan- 
nel, and all published calculations [l], [7], [lo], (1 11 of 
velocity-fluctuation noise in the channel region of a 
MESFET device require that a detailed model of the 
channel be constructed based on postulates concerning the 
geometry of the nonuniform channel region, the variation 
of electric field or carrier temperature along the channel, 
the relationship between electric field and carrier veloc- 
ity, and other relevant variables. Such calculations of  ve- 
locity-fluctuation noise in the channel of a MESFET de- 
vice “from first principles” therefore are involved, ,their 
validity is subject to the numerous assumptions made in 
model construction, and their results are expressed in 
terms of a number of parameters some of  which can only 
be approximately estimated. 

The objective of this paper is to show that the power 
spectral density of the velocity-fluctuation noise at low 
frequencies (including the microwave frequency range), 
where the noise is white, can be calculated by the use of 
the author’s nonlinear thermal noise theorem [12], 1131. 
This theorem relates the noise spectral density to the ter- 
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minal current-voltage characteristic of the two-tt:rminal 
sample under consideration, and expresses it in tcms of 
1) the nonlinearity of the terminal characteristic, 2) the 
current flow present under non-equilibrium conditions, 
and 3) the carrier temperature. The first two of these 
quantities can be measured directly and the third can often 
be estimated or approximated. This paper will show that 
the noise power spectrum calculated in this manner agrees 
well  with experimentally measured values of power spec- 
tral densities for a variety of devices and over a rsnge of 
dc bias and temperature. 

11. NOISE CALCULATION 
A. Definition of Temperatures 

In a two-terminal semiconductor device, such as a! bulk 
sample of semiconductor or the channel of a field!-(effect 
transistor, four different temperatures can be defined as 
follows, and must be distinguished from each other for 
proper interpretation of results later on: 

I )  Ambient  temperature To, which is the temperature 
of the surroundings with which the device is  mainained 
in thermal contact. In practice, this temperature -.ill be 
measured as the temperature of the heat-sink on which a 
device is mounted. As a result,  the temperature will typ- 
ically be  the room temperature, oven temperature, 19r the 
coolant (such as liquid nitrogen) temperature. 

2) Lattice  temperature Tl, which is the temperatulre of 
the semiconductor lattice  itself, and can be defin.-:d  in 
terms of the thermal energy in the lattice.  For inhomo- 
geneous samples, the lattice temperature may be defined 
locally,  and it can be spatially varying; for examplie, it 
may be higher near potential barriers or regions with large 
electric fields, and lower  near ohmic contacts where the 
electric field drops to zero or heat-sinking occurs. 

3) Electron (or  carrier) temperature T,, which is a 
measure of the average thermal (i.e., random) kineti: en- 
ergy among the  set of carriers of interest. When ther-: are 
several distinct classes of carriers within a device, more 
than one T, may be defined, and obviously T, can also be 
spatially varying. Furthermore, an electron temperature 
may be defined for a particular direction within the lattice, 
by taking the average kinetic energy of carriers due to the 
random velocities only in that direction, and the effecttive 
mass appropriate for that direction; thus, one may have 
“longitudinal” and “transverse” electron temperatc res, 
respectively parallel and perpendicular to  an applied e lec- 
tric field. 
4) Noise  temperature T,,, which is a measure of the 

spectral density of noise voltage v,, (or current i n )  ap- 
pearing (or flowing) between two specified terminals or 
reference planes under open-circuit (or short-circuit) con- 
ditions 

T n  E S u n ( f ) / 4 k  Re [ Z s l  sin( f ) /4k  Re [Yssl ( 1 )  

where S,, and Si, are the one-sided power-spectral delsi- 
ties (defined for positive frequencies only) of v,, and in,  
respectively, k is Boltzmann’s constant, Zss and Y,, are the 

small-signal (i.e., linearized) impedance and admittance 
of the device, respectively, and Re [e] denotes the real 
part. As a result, T,, is in general a function of frequency. 
Furthermore, different noise temperatures may be defined 
and measured by a suitable choice of terminals, such as 
‘‘longitudinal” and ‘‘transverse” noise temperatures 
when the terminals are separated along, or perpendicular 
to, an applied electric field. 

In thermal equilibrium, the temperatures To, Tl, T,, and 
T,, become identical in accordance with the second-law of 
thermodynamics and Nyquist’s theorem. But  in the pres- 
ence of an applied dc  or  RF voltage resulting in large elec- 
tric fields, the identity will usually be replaced by the in- 
equality TO 5 & s T, as there is a flow  of energy from 
carriers to the lattice, and from lattice to the surround- 
ings.  The noise temperature T,, may fall below or rise 
above T, depending on the type of device characteristics. 
(For near-equilibrium operation, T,, rises for sublinear and 
falls for supralinear current-voltage characteristic [ 131 , 
so that T,, > T, for the channel of a field-effect transistor 
and T,, < T, for p-n junction  diodes). 

The ambient temperature To can always be measured 
directly, and the noise temperature T,, can also be mea- 
sured directly by a narrow-band sensitive receiver mea- 
suring the noise power output, provided T,, is defined at 
terminals that are externally accessible. The lattice tem- 
perature TI in the presence of bias can also be estimated 
from measurements; for example, if & is uniform 
throughout the device, the measurement of terminal volt- 
age and current under low-duty-cycle pulsed conditions 
and with the device at an elevated temperature can be used 
for estimating Tl. The electron temperature T,, however, 
is not directly measured. It is primarily a theoretical pa- 
rameter, and has usually been determined indirectly, for 
example, by noise measurements, or has been calculated, 
€or example, in Monte Cad0 simulations /of carrier trans- 
port. 

B. Noise  Mechanisms 
At equilibrium, the noise is entirely thermal in ongin 

arising from the random fluctuations in the velocities of 
charge carriers, associated with the maintenance of ther- 
mal equilibrium between the semiconductor device and its 
surroundings. In the presence of a current flow through 
the sample, not only do  other noise sources like  g-r,  av- 
alanche, and l/f noise become operative, the noise due 
to fluctuations in carrier velocities may itself be quanti- 
tatively modified. It is then referred to  as “diffusion 
noise” or “velocity fluctuation noise, ” and may  be 
viewed as a generalization of thermal noise. All subse- 
quent discussions in this paper are addressed to this noise 
mechanism alone.  The term “hot-electron noise” is 
avoided here, since it has sometimes been used in the lit- 
erature as a collective term referring to all noise mecha- 
nisms under conditions of T, being significantly larger 
than Tl and its meaning has become obscured by such 
usage. 
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The ‘spectral density of the velocity fluctuation noise, 
in the  presence of a biasing electric field, cannot  be cal- 
culated from Nyquist’s theorem,  even if the temperature 
TO is replaced by an elevated temperature such as Tl or T, 
corresponding to  the  applied field. The difference between 
velocity fluctuation noise at equilibrium (which is just the 
thermal noise) at T,, and velocity fluctuation noise under 
nonequilibrium conditions,  arises  in  the following man- 
ner.  In  the presence of an  electric  field,  the  carriers gain 
energy from  the field, and the  carrier temperature T, in- 
creases.  The  carrier  scattering rate is a function of the 
lattice  temperature Tl as well as  the  carrier  temperature 
T,, and therefore is influenced; for  example,  the interval- 
ley scattering rate sharply increases with increasing elec- 
tric field  of a few kilovolts per  centimeter  in GaAs at room 
temperature. A variation of scattering rate with electric 
field will,  in  turn,  cause  a variation in  carrier mobility and 
difFusivity in the presence  of bias. The change of carrier 
mobility in the  presence of  an electric field will manifest 
itself as a nonlinearity in  the terminal current-voltage (Z- 
V )  characteristic of the  semiconductor  sample, while a 
change of carrier diffusivity will manifest itself through a 
change in diffusion noise.  This  also explains microscop- 
ically why the changes in diffusion noise can be deduced 
from the nonlinearity of the I-V characteristic. 

C. Statement of Theorem 
The theorem that relates the  spectral density of short- 

circuit noise current to  the nonlinear Z-V characteristic has 
been  proved  through thermodynamic, rather than micro- 
scopic, arguments in [ 141, and its interpretation in terms 
of electrical current  and  voltage is presented in [ 131. Ref- 
erence should be made to these papers for  a  careful and 
complete statement of the assumed postulates and of the 
theorem  deduced  from  them. The final result is stated here 
briefly in  a  form  that  is directly useful for  the problem at 
hand. The validity of this theorem has previously been 
demonstrated [13] by applying it to Schottky-barrier, 
p-n, and tunnel junctions  for low bias levels.  Here  the 
theorem will be applied to bulk semiconductors, includ- 
ing the  channel region of MESFET devices,  under hot- 
electron conditions and in the  presence of hot-electron ef- 
fects such as intervalley-scattering in semiconductors  with 
multivalley band structure. 

For  a class of nonlinear resistors defined in [ 131,  which 
are maintained in a steady driven  state (i.e.,  dc biased) 
not too far  from  equilibrium,  this theorem expresses the 
terminal noise voltage and  current in terms of 1) the non- 
linear current-voltage characteristic of the resistor, 2) the 
magnitude  of the  dc bias current, and 3)  the  temperature. 
In common  with the Nyquist  theorem and  other fluctua- 
tion-dissipation theorems,  the microscopic details of the 
electrical conduction process  are not explicitly required, 
and  are implicitly included in the theorem  via their effect 
on the terminal current-voltage Characteristic of the resis- 
tor. For resistors with nonlinearity of the second order, 
the theorem expresses the  power spectral density of the 
short-circuit noise current in at the terminals of the resistor 

as - 
i2 
A f  [: I( dI/dV )] (2) 

d2Z/dV2 
Sin( f ) = 4kT, - - - 

wheredf is the bandwidth over which the mean square 
value i f  is  determined, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T, is 
the absolute temperature of carriers participating in con- 
duction,  and V ,  Z are  the terminal voltage  and  current vari- 
ables for  the  resistor, respectively. All derivatives are 
evaluated at  the bias point at which the noise spectrum is 
to be calculated. 

The  above theorem  can be directly applied to  a bulk 
sample  of semiconductor, or  to the  channel of a MESFET 
device treated as  a two-terminal resistor between the 
source and the drain terminals. Examples of its applica- 
tion to  Si,  GaAs, and InP samples are presented in the 
next section.  In carrying out  a comparison  with experi- 
mental results,  it will be convenient to express the noise 
power  spectrum in  terms of the noise temperature. The 
noise temperature T, for  the two-terminal device can  be 
determined  with the help of (l), Y,, being the linearized 
conductance ( d I / d V )  of the  device.  This is the  “longi- 
tudinal” noise temperature,  since  the noise current in (2) 
is defined at the  same  pair of terminals at which the bias- 
ing voRage V is applied. The noise temperatures appear- 
ing in all subsequent discussions in this paper are also 
longitudinal. The excess noise temperature T, - To, above 
the ambient temperature To, and  normalized to TO, is 
therefore 

- = y 1  - I I(  )I - 1. ( 3 )  Tn - TO d2Z/dV2 
TO To 2 (dI/dV)* 

D. Applicability of Results 
The following are  the significant limitations to the use 

of the theorem: 
I )  High-Field Limitation: The theorem  assumes that 

the noise generating carriers in the device under consid- 
eration can  be described by a  single  carrier temperature. 
This requirement imposes  some  restrictions,  and requires 
some precautions, in the use  of the  theorem.  First,  the 
electric field  must  be  uniform  everywhere in the  device, 
so that the local carrier heating is  the  same everywhere. 
This implies that  in devices with  nonuniform structures, 
or when the applied field is so large that the field distri- 
bution inside the  device becomes  nonuniform [15], the 
theorem  should not be applied at  the terminals of the en- 
tire device treated as  a whole. Second, when the electric 
field  becomes so large that the distribution function of the 
carriers  in  the phase space cannot be adequately described 
by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at an effective 
temperature T,, the thermodynamic  arguments on which 
the theorem is based are no longer valid. As a  result,  the 
noise calculated from  the theorem can be  expected to in- 
creasingly deviate  from measured values at larger electric 
field strengths. 

2)  Upper-Frequency  Limitation: The theorem predicts 
a flat (i.e., frequency-independent) noise power spectral 
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density. Calculations of the autocorrelation fundon of 
velocity fluctuations show 131 that the correlation times 
are of the order of the relaxation time of the carriers, and 
are typically no more than 1 ps.  The velocity fluctuation 
noise therefore can be expected to behave essentially as 
white noise for frequencies upto approximately 1001 GHz. 
The theorem in (2) is limited to this frequency rang e only. 

3) Low-Frequency Limitation: It should be remem- 
bered that the theorem accounts only for the velocP ty fluc- 
tuation noise. (However, unlike some other theoretical 
models [ 161, the intervalley-scattering noise does not have 
to  be separately accounted for; it is subsumed in tEe total 
velocity fluctuation noise predicted by the theorem, since 
the nonlinearity of the terminal I-V characteristics in- 
cludes the effect  of intervalley scattering). The measured 
noise power’ spectra show [4] that several other noise 
mechanisms including g-r and llfnoise, may be simul- 
taneously present at lower frequencies, and in sone de- 
vices up to frequencies approaching l GHz. Conse- 
quently, the noise calculated from the theorem can p eovide 
only a lower bound to the total noise at these lowcx fre- 
quencies. Experimental measurements have also hown 
that at frequencies in and above the gigahertz range the 
noise mechanism is entirely velocity fluctuations, alkld the 
noise power spectra become flat (i.e., frequency indepen- 
dent); it is here that the results of the theorem shodd be 
compared with experimental data. The theorem therefore 
is useful for determining the intrinsic (as contrastecl, for 
example, with upconverted) microwave noise in 
MESFET channels and other bulk regions of semiconduc- 
tor under nonequilibrium conditions. 

111. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION 
The validity of the theorem is verified by comparin 3 the 

predicted noise power spectral density with experimen- 
tally measured values for bulk semiconductor samples, as 
well as MESEET channels, under hot-electron cclndi- 
tions. Application of the theorem requires only a kn3w1- 
edge of the dc current-voltage characteristic at  the ter- 
minals of a two-terminal device. Numerous authors have 
reported in the literature the results of simultaneous r lea- 
surements of dc I-1, characteristic as well as the noise 
power spectral density on the same sample. From t h e ,  
four example are chosen to illustrate the applicabilit:/ of 
the theorem under different carrier heating situations. In 
the first three of these examples, the carrier temperaxre 
T, is approximated by the ambient temperature To. 

A.  Bulk Silicon 
Baechtold [ 171 reported the measured dc characteri $tic 

and noise temperature for an epitaxially grown n-type sil- 
icon layer of 3-pm  length, having a donor density NE = 
1.3 X IOt7 crnU3, maintained at room temperature. His I- 
V characteristic is reproduced in Fig. l(a), and the nor- 
malized excess noise temperature calculated from ha t  
characteristic, with the help of (3), is shown as a curve in 
Fig. l(b).  The measured values of normalized exctxs 
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Fig. 1 .  (a)  Measured dc current-voltage  characteristic of a silicon  epitax- 
ial  layer [17]. (b) Calculated (solid curve) and  measured (circles)  values 
of the normalized excess  noise temperature of the  sample. 

noise temperature at 4 GHz, obtained by Baechtold [17] 
as a function of dc bias, are shown by circles in Fig. l(b) . 
It  is clear that the theorem is useful for noise prediction 
up to approximately 8 V bias, which corresponds to a field 
strength of 25 kV/cm. 

B. Bulk InP 
The second example is that of a semiconductor sample 

in which internally scattering is present. Fig. 2(a) shows 
the dc 1-1, characteristic of an epitaxially grown n+-n-n+ 
InP mesa diode with an active region of length 5 pm and 
doping density No = 2.7 x ~ m - ~ ,  maintained at 
room temperature, as reported by Gasquet et al. [ 151. The 
normalized excess noise temperature for this sample, as 
calculated from (3), is drawn as a curve in Fig. 2(b) and 
the measured values 1151 at 10.5 GHz are shown by cir- 
cles in Fig. 2(b). The agreement with calculated values is 
satisfactory for voltages up to 3 V, which corresponds to 
a field  of approximately 6 kV/cm. Theoretical calcula- 
tions by Gasquet et a2. [15] show that for bias voltages 
up to this magnitude, the electric field in the sample can 
be treated as being uniform everywhere except near the 
ends, so that a single carrier temperature can be ascribed 
to the  entire sample without significant error.  Their mea- 
surements also showed [15] that the noise power spectral 
densities were Iarger at frequencies below 1 GHz, and 
increased with decreasing frequency, indicating the pres- 
ence of other noise mechanisms at  lower frequencies. 

C. GaAs MESFET Channel 
The dc current-voltage characteristic of the channel of 

a commercial n-channel GaAs MESFET (Plessey-GAT1) 
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Fig. 2. (a) Measured  dc  current-voltage characteristic of an indium phos- 
phide  epitaxial layer [15]. (b) Calculated (solid  curve) and  measured 
(circles)  values of the normalized excess noise  temperature of the sam- 
ple. 

at a temperature of 300 K, taken from the work of Sodini 
et al. [18], is shown in  Fig. 3(a) for  a zero gate voltage. 
The authors estimated that under dc bias conditions, the 
channel temperature increased by about 30 and 60 K for 
drain-to-source dc voltages of 2 and 4 V, respectively, 
and therefore the characteristic shown in Fig. 3(a)  was 
measured under isothermal conditions at 300 K by carry- 
ing out low-duty-cycle pulsed measurements. The nor- 
malized excess noise temperature for the MESFET chan- 
nel, calculated by applying (3) to the characteristic of Fig. 
3(a), is shown by the curve in Fig. 3(b). Experimentally 
measured values of this noise temperature were found to 
be essentially independent of frequency over the fre- 
quency range explored (220 to 800 MHz), and are also 
plotted in Fig. 3(b) as circles for various bias voltages. 
From the agreement between calculated and measured 
noise temperatures, it may be concluded that the presence 
of the depletion-region under the gate, defining the lateral 
extent of the channel, has not invalidated the use of the 
theorem in (2). 

D. GaAs at 77 K 
The final example is of a 10-pm-long n-type GaAs sam- 

ple with doping density 1-3 X 10'' ~ m - ~ ,  maintained at 
77 K. The measured dc I-I/ characteristic taken from the 
work  of M a s h  and Rzhevkin [19) is shown in Fig,  4(a). 
When this sample is kept at liquid-nitrogen temperature, 
where carrier energies are small,  a large amount of carrier 
heating must take place on applying an. electric field  be- 
fore any significant internally transfer can occur. As a re- 
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Fig.  3. (a)  Measured dc current-voltage  characteristic of the  channel  of  an 
n-channel GaAs MESFET 1181. (b)  Calculated  (solid  curve)  and  mea- 
sured  (circles)  values of the normalized excess noise  temperature  of  the 
sample. 
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Fig. 4. (a) Measured dc current-voItage characteristic of a  GaAs  sample 
at  77 K 1191. (b) Calculated  values of the normalized excess noise  tem- 
perature of the  sample,  ignoring  (dotted  curve)  and  including  (solid  curve) 
the rise of electron temperature T, above the  lattice  temperature T,. Mea- 
sured  values  shown by circles. (c)  Calculated T, / T, ratio as a function 
of dc bias  voltage for the  sample  under  test. 
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sult, there should be a marked difference between t.le na- 
ture of noise temperature versus dc biasing field 
relationship for GaAs at liquid-nitrogen and at roonl tem- 
peratures. Such a difference is indeed observed e.cperi- 
mentally. The normalized excess noise temperatwe for 
this sample, experimentally measured at 1 GHz as a func- 
tion of dc bias and taken from [19], is shown as circles in 
Fig. 4(b). It shows a range of bias voltages in which the 
noise temperature of the sample increases very little with 
increasing bias, in contrast with the steep variation on 
either side of this voltage range. A detailed theorctical 
modeling of this phenomenon, involving the temperature 
sensitivity of conductivity and power dissipation, has bleen 
carried out by Maslov and Rzhevkin [20] in order k t  ex- 
plain the plateau in the  3oise temperature versus bias dot. 

As an alternative to such modeling, (3) can be usetl for 
predicting the behavior of noise temperature. In this case, 
however, since the carrier heating is  large, the rise c ' f  T, 
above T, cannot be ignored. Since it is  the electron !em- 
perature T, that is required in (3), the variation of 7'' 7vith 
bias must be known before the bias dependence of T,, can 
be found. Maslov and Rzhevkin carried out [19] a nu- 
merical calculation of T, for  their  sample, and their result 
is shown in Fig.  4(c).  The information contained in Fig. 
4(a) and (c) together is sufficient to evaluate the noise 
temperature from (3). The nofmalized excess noise tcm- 
perature calculated in this manner is shown by the solid 
curve in Fig. 4(b).  For comparison, a calculation of the 
same quantity from  Fig. 4(a) and (3 ) ,  and ignoring the 
carrier heating by assuming T, = To = 77 K, results in 
the dashed curve of Fig.  4(b) and shows a much poorer 
agreement with measured data. It  is apparent that proper 
accounting for T, is essential. 

IV. ANALYTICAL APPROXIMATION FOR NOISE 
TEMPERATURE 

The experimentally measured dc current-voltage chili-- 
acteristic of a semiconductor layer, or of the channel in a 
MESFET device, can often be fitted to an empirical 2.l- 

gebraic relationship. A commonly used analytical appro Y- 

imation to the I-V characteristic of bulk GaAs layers at 
room temperature is the following [21]: 

I = A tanh ( B V )  ( L .  

where A and B are empirically determined fitting cork 
stants that depend on numerous device parameter (as we11 
as the gate-to-source voltage in the case of a MESFEI' 
channel). The empirical relationship (4) holds only for th E 

range of low bias voltages, extending well above tb: 
"knee" where the  current saturates but where carrier 
heating is not very large. For a sample obeying this re- 
lationship, the noise temperature can be determined di . 
rectly by substituting (4) into (3). Then the noise temper. 
ature of the sample in the presence of a voltage Y acres:; 
it, is given by 

where the electron temperature has been approximated by 
the ambient temperature, since (4) itself is restricted to 
this condition. The spectral density of noise current for 
this sample, under the same conditions, is found from ( 2 )  
to be bias-independent. 

For low values of bias voltage, the field everywhere in 
the sample is uniform 1151, except near ohmic contacts at 
the ends.  In this case V can be expressed in terms of the 
electric field E ahd the sample length I ,  thus leading to an 
empirical relationship between excess noise temperature 
and electric field 

This may be a better approximation than such empirical 
expressions as Baechtold's [ 161 cubic relationship 

which are often used in device modeling. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
It has been shown that  the author's nonlinear thermal 

noise theorem, stated in (2) ,  is useful for calculating the 
noise temperature of two-terminal bulk semiconductor 
samples and channel region of MESFET devices, in the 
microwave frequency range and under nonequilibrium 
hot-electron conditions created by applied electric fields. 
This noise temperature can be calculated directly from a 
knowledge of the dc current-voltage characteristic of the 
two-terminal sample. In those cases where a large  carrier 
heating occurs (as,  for example, in GaAs at liquid-nitro- 
gen temperatures), an estimate of the carrier temperature 
under the same high-field conditions is also required. 

The applicability of the theorem has been demonstrated 
by applying it to various semiconductors, both with  and 
without a multivalley band structure giving rise to inter- 
valley scattering, at room as well as cryogenic tempera- 
tures, and to epitaxial layers as well as the channel region 
of a MESFET device. This theorem accounts only for the 
velocity fluctuation noise (including intervalley scattering 
noise), and yields the noise power spectral density at €re- 
quencies where the noise i s  white, i.e., at frequencies 
small compared to the inverse of the relaxation time in 
which the carrier velocity randomizes. While the theorem 
remains valid at all lower frequencies, the noise temper- 
ature it yields is not the total noise temperature at those 
low frequencies where other noise generating mecha- 
nisms, such as l / for  g-r noise, are significant. In prac- 
tice, therefore, the theorem would  be useful for determin- 
ing the total intrinsic noise in the microwave frequency 
range. 

With the help of a typical analytical'approximation to 
the dc I-Vcharacteristic, it is shown that the excess noise 
temperature in a GaAs layer of MESFET channel can be 
expressed as an algebraic function of electric field. Such 
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a relationship may be used to determine a “local’ ’ noise 7th Int. Conf., on Noise in Physical Systems and the 3rd Int. Conf. 
temperature in the modeling  of  nonuniform devices. on I/fNoise (Montpellier, France), May 1983), M. Savelli, G. Le- 

coy, and J. P. Nougier, Eds. Amsterdam: Elsevier, 1983, pp. 169- 
<-. 
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